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Electro-optical properties of cholesteric liquid crystals (LCs) with holographically patterned
polymer stabilization were examined. It is hypothesized that increasing the LC domain size in
a single dimension, relative to a random three-dimensional network of LC pockets separated
by polymer strands, will allow enhanced electro-optical properties of the final device. Prior to
holographic patterning, polymer stabilization with large elastic memory was generated by
way of high irradiation intensities and optimized material choices. High irradiation intensities
are required for the holographic patterning process to maintain polymer layer formation. At
optimized conditions, polymer patterning of the stabilization allowed for an approximate
20% increase in the clear state transmission of the device, and allowed for an approximate
3 V mm21 reduction in the overall switching voltage as compared to an analogous floodlit
irradiated sample. Switching times were increased at most threefold with holographic
patterning, but all relaxation times were below 20 ms. The enhanced electro-optical properties
appear to stem from a single dimension domain size increase, which allows for a reduction in
the LC/polymer interaction.

1. Introduction

Photonic crystal technologies have undergone extensive

research for optical [1, 2] and electro-optical [3–5]

applications, including waveguides [6–8], optical filters

[9], phase modulators [10] and lasers [11, 12].

Cholesteric liquid crystals (CLCs) are a type of one-

dimensional (1D) photonic crystal that demonstrate a

photonic band gap. These materials selectively reflect

circularly polarized light due to the existence of a

macroscopic helical structure, where the wavelength of

reflected light is on the order of the helical pitch of the

LC [13]. The wavelength of reflected light is given by the

following equation:

l~naveP, ð1Þ

where l is the centre wavelength of the reflection notch,

nave is the average refractive index of the LC determined

by nave5(no+ne)/2 and P is the pitch of the cholesteric

helix. no and ne are the ordinary and extraordinary

refractive indices of the LC, respectively. The band-

width, Dl, of the spectral reflection is given by:

Dl~DnP, ð2Þ

where Dn5ne2no is the birefringence of the LC. Due to

the dielectric anisotropy of the LC molecules, the

orientational order of these materials can be influenced

with the application of an electric field, causing two

possible reorientations of the CLC. First, at small

applied voltages, the macroscopic helix is broken into

domains of smaller helices that are orientated in

random directions. This state, called the focal conic

state, causes the device to be highly scattering. At larger

applied voltages, the LC molecules in the focal conic

domains are realigned into a uniform homeotropic

alignment, which allows for a clear state of the device.

This LC reorientation to the clear state is rapid with the

application of a sufficiently large electric field. After the

electric field is removed, the return to the cholesteric

planar orientation is inhibited due to the long lifetime of

the highly scattering focal conic state. To avoid this

undesired prolonged focal conic lifetime, a small

concentration of monomer can be polymerized into

the system, which acts as an elastic memory for the
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rapid reorientation into the planar aligned cholesteric

state.

Polymer stabilization of CLCs typically is classified in

one of two distinct fabrication methods, i.e. polymer-

stabilized cholesteric textures (PSCTs) [14–21] and poly-

mer-stabilized cholesteric liquid crystals (PSCLCs) [22–

30]. In PSCTs, high-functionality monomers are poly-

merized in the LC to form a highly crosslinked matrix.

Due to small polymer domain sizes that impart strong

elastic constraint on LC molecules, application of a

strong electric field allows only for the reorientation into

the focal conic conformation. Thus, if the CLC is

formulated such that the reflective notch resides in the

infrared spectrum, this device can be switched reversibly

between a visible light clear state and a highly scattering

state in a rapid fashion. In contrast, PSCLCs use lower

functionality monomers that are polymerized in the LC to

form a low crosslink density matrix. Due to the larger

polymer domain sizes of this network, which reduce the

polymer influence on the LC molecules, application of a

strong electric field is capable of reorienting the LC

molecules into the homeotropic state. Therefore, if the

CLC is formulated such that the reflection resides within

the visible spectrum, this device can be switched reversibly

between a visible light reflective state and a visible light

clear state in a rapid fashion. PSCLC systems will

encompass the thrust of the research reported here.

Despite the lower crosslink density matrix associated

with PSCLCs, there still exists several electro-optical

problems with these devices. First, due to the elastic

memory of the stabilizing polymer matrix that acts to

keep the LC molecules in the cholesteric planar

alignment, large applied voltages are required to reach

the maximum transmission of the homeotropically

aligned clear state. Secondly, at this maximum trans-

mission, substantial scatter can exist due to incomplete

reorientation of LCs into the homeotropic alignment

[22, 25, 29, 30]. This scattering is most prominent in the

violet to blue wavelength regime.

In this paper, we report the potential benefits of

holographically patterning the polymer stabilization. A

previous attempt at holographic patterning of the

polymer stabilization in CLCs attempted to create a

Bragg reflection notch within the CLC by use of highly

functional mesogenic and non-mesogenic materials [31].

In the work of Date et al. [31], a tilted polymeric structure

was created within the device, and application of an

electric field generated a narrow-notch Bragg reflection

due to the refractive index variation of the polymer

structure and the reoriented CLC. Due to the high

crosslink density of the stabilizing polymer, reorientation

of the LC with an applied electric field was not substantial

and the original reflection notch of the CLC remained

evident. In this study, we focus on utilizing lower

functionality mesogenic monomers patterned in a 1D

reflection-type grating geometry, such that reorientation

to the homeotropic alignment is facilitated. We theorize

that by increasing the LC domain size in a single

dimension, relative to an isotropic polymer network,

through the periodic polymer patterning process, we can

decrease the required voltage for the clear state and

increase the amount of homeotropically aligned LCs to

increase the overall transmission of the device. This

greater realignment should allow for transmission

dynamics to be optimized.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Stock CLC was made from a mixture of nematic LC

(BL038, EMD Chemicals, Inc, Hawthorne, NY) and

chiral dopant (CB15, EMD Chemicals, Inc). Monomers

for polymer stabilization were a liquid crystalline

diacrylate (RM82, EMD Chemicals, Inc) and a liquid

crystalline monoacrylate (RM23, EMD Chemicals, Inc).

Photopolymerization was initiated with an ultraviolet

photoinitiator (Irgacure 651, Ciba Specialty Chemicals,

Tarrytown, NY). All chemicals were used as received.

2.2. Test cell fabrication

Liquid crystal test cells were assembled in-house. ITO-

coated glass, with dimensions of 38 mm625 mm6
1.1 mm, was used as the cell substrates (Part #
CCC410-1, Colorado Concept Coatings LLC,

Longmont, CO). A 0.125wt % solution of Elvamide

8023R (donated by DuPont Engineering Polymers,

Wilmington, DE) in methanol was spin-coated onto

the ITO glass substrates at a spread speed of 1800 RPM

for 6 s and spin speed of 3800 RPM for 45 s to form a

polymer alignment layer. Elvamide 8023R is a metha-

nol-soluble nylon that does not require baking prior to

cell assembly. The coated substrates were rubbed with a

felt cloth to form the alignment layer. Substrates were

assembled with an approximate 21 mm overlap with

antiparallel alignment. The final test cells were sealed

with an ultraviolet photocurable optical adhesive (NOA

81, Norland Products, Cranbury, NJ). Five-micron

glass rod spacers (PF-50, Nippon Electric Glass Co.,

Ltd., Kanzaki, Shiga, Japan) were dispersed in the

optical adhesive prior to cell assembly to allow for the

desired cell thickness.

2.3. CLC syrup

Approximately 51 wt % BL038 and 49 wt % CB15 were

mixed to form the stock CLC, which showed a

1152 E.R. Beckel et al.
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reflection notch centred at about 530 nm. To this stock

CLC, 10 wt % of RM23 and 1 wt % of Irgacure 651 were

added. Crosslinking density studies were explicitly

studied by varying the RM82 concentration from 1.5

to 5.2 wt % in the above solution. The solution was

mixed with a magnetic stir bar at 55uC for approxi-

mately 5 minutes to ensure that the monomers and

initiator were completely dissolved within the CLC. The

final CLC/monomer syrup was filled into LC test cells

via capillary action.

2.4. Holographic patterning

Holographic patterning was accomplished via a single

prism set-up [32, 33]. In this set-up, a right-angle prism

(CVI Optical Components, Covina, CA) was placed in

the beam path from an Ar+ laser (Innova Sabre 10,

Coherent, Inc, Santa Clara, CA) with the laser set to

363.8 nm wavelength. Laser intensity on the sample was

60 mW cm22 and total irradiation time was 90 s. The

prism was oriented such that the laser beam is

perpendicular to the square face of the right angle

prism, while the sample to be patterned was placed on

the hypotenuse of the prism. Index matching fluid

(n51.52, Cargille Laboratories, Inc, Cedar Grove, NJ)

was used between the prism and the front glass

substrate of the sample to allow light to couple into

the sample, and reduce Fresnel reflections and optical

cross-talk during irradiation. The incoming laser beam

enters the sample and is totally internally reflected from

the rear glass substrate. The reflected beam interferes

with the incident beam forming an interference pattern

within the sample. This interference pattern causes areas

of high light intensity and low light intensity to be

generated within the cell, allowing for the formation of

the patterned polymer structure. Figure 1 shows an

idealized cartoon of the subsequent structure. Polymer

layers are generated in x–y plane of the substrate and

the bilayer spacing was calculated to be approximately

160 nm from the Bragg equation:

L~lw=2navesin h, ð3Þ

where L is the bilayer spacing, lw is the writing beam

wavelength (363.8 nm), nave is the average refractive

index (,1.60) and hB is the angle of incidence of the

writing beam and the polymer planes (45u).

2.5. Device testing

Transmission spectra were analysed with a miniature

fibre optic spectrometer (SQ2000, Ocean Optics, Inc,

Dunedin, FL). Light was supplied from a fibre optic

illuminator (Fiber-Lite PL-800, Dolan-Jenner

Industries, Lawrence, MA) that emitted broadband

white light from a 150 W halogen bulb. A 1 kHz square

wave ac voltage was supplied by a function generator

(33120A, Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA) con-

nected to a high voltage amplifier (Mound Technical

Solutions, Inc, Miamisburg, OH). The maximum

voltage applied to the cells was 130 Vrms. Applied

voltages above this maximum exceeded the dielectric

breakdown of the LC material and caused catastrophic

failure of the sample.

3. Results

The formulation of most PSCLC devices requires the

use of monoacrylate monomers in combination with

small amounts of diacrylate monomers to develop the

low crosslink density matrix required to allow for

homeotropic realignment with an applied electric field.

In the polymerization process of these systems, low light

intensity and long irradiation times are typically utilized

to develop a polymer network with sufficient elastic

memory for the fast relaxation into the cholesteric

planar alignment [22, 25–27]. When the incident

irradiation intensity is increased for the polymerization

process, the termination rate is subsequently increased,

causing shorter polymer kinetic chain lengths to be

developed. The stabilization potential of these shorter

polymer kinetic chain lengths is negatively impacted

and the relaxation time to the planar cholesteric state is

greatly increased. However, in holographic patterning

processes, high light intensity irradiation is required to

ensure proper layer formation without significant inter-

layer cross polymerization. A method to avoid the

limited stabilization caused by high light intensity

irradiation was to increase the crosslinking agent, which

facilitates the network development and limits the low

molecular weight chain formation. To demonstrate that

high irradiation intensities can be utilized to create

sufficient stabilization, a sample with a moderate

Figure 1. Side view of idealistic holographically patterned
CLC. Polymer layers are formed in the x–y plane. The bilayer
spacing is approximately 160 nm.
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concentration of diacrylate crosslinker was subjected to

high intensity floodlit irradiation. This proof of concept

analysis is the basis for subsequent holographically

patterned samples via high light intensity irradiation.

Figure 2 shows the transmission spectrum and switch-

ing dynamics of this proof of concept floodlit PSCLC

sample with 3.6 wt % diacrylate irradiated with
60 mW cm22 intensity.

As can be seen from figure 2 b, the relaxation time to

switch from the clear state to the cholesteric planar state

is approximately 1 ms. This rapid return speed demon-

strates that the polymer matrix formed during the high

intensity irradiation is capable of stabilizing the CLC.

Moreover, figure 2 a further validates the strong elastic

memory strength of the formed polymer matrix. At the
maximum voltage of 130 V, the device exhibits moder-

ate scattering, indicating that polymer is acting to keep

the LC molecules in the planar alignment and sig-

nificantly retarding the reorientation to the home-

otropic alignment. In contrast, CLC systems without

polymer stabilization show extremely prolonged relaxa-

tion times, which are on the order of minutes to hours

to return to the planar alignment. The return to the
planar alignment of these unstabilized systems is

compounded by a long-lived local energy minimum of

the focal conic state. In stabilized systems, this local

energy minimum is bypassed, and the system rapidly

relaxes into the planar alignment.

The previous results demonstrate that high irradia-

tion intensities are capable of forming a polymer matrix

with ample elastic memory to stabilize the CLC planar
structure. Before electro-optical analyses can be per-

formed on holographically patterned samples, it must

be discerned that the patterning process does not

adversely affect the CLC order, and thus alter the

reflective properties of the system. Figure 3 compares

the post-polymerization notch characteristics of both

floodlit and patterned devices that were irradiated with

60 mW cm22 intensity.

It is evident that the holographic process does not

distort or alter the CLC order during the poly-

merization process. There is minimal difference between

the floodlit and patterned samples in the appearance

of the reflection notch. Moreover, there is minimal

notch broadening in both cases, as shown by the

correlation between the theoretical and experimental

reflection bandwidth. Equation (2) predicts that the

breadth should be approximately 76 nm (nave$1.61,

l$530 nm, Dn$0.23), whereas the actual measured full

width half maximum breadth is 75 nm.

Figure 2. (a) Transmission spectra of floodlit irradiated sample. Application of threshold voltage (grey line) shows significant
clear state scatter. (b) Switching dynamics of floodlit sample. Rise time is approximately 400 ms and fall time is approximately 1 ms,
determined by a 90%:10% analysis. Probe beam wavelength was 543 nm. Io560 mW cm22, [XL]53.6 wt %, T55 mm.

Figure 3. Reflection notch appearance post-polymerization.
Patterning of polymer stabilization (grey line) does not
adversely affect notch appearance. Io560 mW cm22,
[XL]53.6 wt %, T55 mm.

1154 E.R. Beckel et al.
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Patterning of the polymer stabilization increases the

domain size in a single dimension (z-dimension) as

compared to a floodlit device. This increased domain

size was hypothesized to decrease the polymer/LC

interaction and increase the transmission of the system.

Figure 4 shows the transmission spectrum and switch-

ing dynamics of a patterned sample as compared to an

analogous floodlit sample. Each sample contains

3.6 wt % diacrylate crosslinker and was irradiated with

60 mW cm22 intensity.

Figure 4 a illustrates that there is a significant

increase in the transmission of the patterned sample

over the floodlit sample at the maximum voltage of

130 V. The switched patterned sample achieved approxi-

mately 90% transmission at l5400 nm, whereas the

switched floodlit sample only achieved approximately

70% at this same wavelength. As hypothesized, the

increase domain size in the z-dimension has decreased

the polymer/LC interaction in the patterned sample and

has allowed for a greater amount of the LC molecules to

reorient into the homeotropic alignment. This greater

realignment has decreased the scattering centres, and

increased the overall transmission of the device. This

decreased polymer/LC interaction is further illustrated

in figure 4 b, where the relaxation time for the clear to

reflective state is increased slightly to 3 ms, as opposed

to the 1 ms for the floodlit sample, as shown in

figure 2 b. This increased relaxation time is due to the

increased domain size in the z-dimension, which reduces

surface-to-volume ratio of the LC to the polymer. This

reduced surface-to-volume ratio causes the LC mole-

cules to be influenced to a lower extent than in the

floodlit device, and the relaxation time to the planar

orientation is increased. However, the 3 ms relaxation

time is still well within the required speeds for display

applications.

A further important property of these systems is the

switching voltage response, such as the voltages for the

onset of switching and the voltage needed to reach the

plateau transmission of the system. The voltage for the

onset of switching gives greater detail into the overall

polymer/LC interaction, as lower voltages indicate

reduced interactions. The switching voltage responses

for the patterned and floodlit samples are given in

figure 5. Responses for l5440 nm, outside the reflection

notch, and l5530 nm, inside the reflection notch, are

shown as a function of increased voltage.

In figure 5, there are three distinct zones associated

with the reorientation of the LC molecules. First, at low

voltages, the molecules remain in the planar orientation

and the transmission remains constant. When the voltage

exceeds a critical value, the molecules are capable of

overcoming the elastic memory of the polymer and

reorient into the focal conic conformation. This reor-

ientation is signified by a decrease in the transmission as

the focal conic domains form and scatter the incident

light. Increasing the voltage increases the focal conic

domain formation until the transmission reaches a

minimum. This minimum transmission signifies the

maximum focal conic domain concentration, and a

further voltage increase will start to reorient these

domains into the homeotropic conformation. This

reorientation into the homeotropic allows for the increase

in transmission that is evident beyond this maximum

focal conic domain concentration. At large voltages, the

LC molecules have reached a maximum reorientation and

the transmission plateaus to a constant value. Thus, the

two important voltages to analyse are the voltage for the

Figure 4. (a) Transmission spectra of floodlit irradiated (black line) and patterned devices (grey line). Patterned device shows
significant clear state scatter improvement over floodlit device. (b) Switching dynamics of patterned device. Rise time is
approximately 500 ms and fall time is approximately 3 ms, determined by a 90%:10% analysis. Probe beam wavelength was 543 nm.
Io560 mW cm22, [XL]53.6 wt %, T55 mm.
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onset of the focal conic reorientation (low voltage) and

the voltage for the maximum realignment (high voltage).

From figures 5 a and 5 b, it can be seen that the patterned

sample shows lower voltages for both the onset of focal

conic reorientation and maximum homeotropic realign-

ment as opposed to the floodlit sample. For the patterned

sample, the voltage for initial reorientation is approxi-

mately 25 V, and the voltage for the maximum transmis-

sion is approximately 110 V. For the floodlit sample, the

voltage for the initial reorientation is approximately 40 V

and the voltage for the maximum transmission is

approximately 125 V. Therefore, there is an approximate

3 V mm21 reduction in the required switching voltage by

utilizing the patterned device. This switching voltage

reduction is due to the lower polymer/LC surface-to-

volume ratio of the patterned sample, which leads to a

reduced polymer influence on the LC molecules.

The 3.6 wt % diacrylate crosslinker results have shown

that by holographically patterning these samples,

enhanced electro-optical properties can be achieved. By

altering the diacrylate crosslinker concentration, the

polymer domain size can be varied. Increasing the

diacrylate concentration will decrease the polymer

domain size, while decreasing the diacrylate concentration

will increase the domain size. Changing the domain size of

the polymer stabilization will have a profound effect on

the overall switching dynamics of the devices, both

floodlit and patterned. Figure 6 illustrates the diacrylate

concentration effect on the transmission characteristics of

the samples. The y-axis of this figure is the transmission

difference between the patterned and floodlit samples:

DT~Tp{Tfl, ð4Þ

where Tp is the transmission of the patterned cell and Tfl is

the transmission of the floodlit cell, analysed at l5500 nm

and 130 V applied voltage. A DT of zero indicates that the

patterned cell and the floodlit cell have equivalent

transmissions.

Figure 6 shows three regions of stabilization, which

are understabilized, stabilized, and overstabilized. The

understabilized region is for diacrylate concentrations

of approximately 2.6 wt % and below, whereas the

overstabilized region is for diacrylate concentrations

of approximately 4.7 wt % and above. In the under-

stabilized regions, the low diacrylate concentration

creates a low crosslink density polymer, which allows

for the formation of large domain sizes throughout the

sample. These large domains limit the polymer/LC

interaction, which limits the stabilization of the system.

Since the patterned samples and floodlit samples in the

Figure 5. Switching voltage response. (a) Outside reflection notch (l5440 nm) and (b) inside reflection notch (l5530 nm) are
shown. Patterned devices (grey circles) show a reduction in the ultimate voltage required for maximum transmission.
Io560 mW cm22, [XL]53.6 wt %, T55 mm.

Figure 6. Transmission difference between patterned and
floodlit devices analysed at l5500 nm.

1156 E.R. Beckel et al.
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understabilized regime show similar switching

dynamics, it is hypothesized that the domain sizes in

the floodlit sample are similar or larger than the bilayer

spacing of the polymer layers in the patterned sample.

Thus, by patterning the polymer stabilizer, there

probably is not a significant increase in the domain

size in any single dimension, which would account for

the similar switching dynamics. In the overstabilized

regions, the higher diacrylate concentration creates a

higher crosslink density polymer, which creates much

smaller domain sizes throughout the sample. These

domain sizes increase the polymer/LC interaction and

act to keep more of the LC molecules in the planar

alignment. Moreover, the increased diacrylate concen-

tration will additionally have a profound effect on the

patterned samples, since the increased crosslinking sites

will allow for a greater chance of inter-layer cross-

polymerization. This interlayer cross-polymerization

will limit the effectiveness of patterning process due to

the reduction in the domain size in the z-dimension.

Figure 7 demonstrates the strong elastic memory of

the overstabilized regime, as both the patterned sample

and floodlit sample still retain a portion of the original

refection notch with 130 V applied voltage. In the

overstabilized patterned sample, there is a slight

increase in the transmission as compared to the floodlit

sample, indicating a slight increase in the z-dimension

domain size of the patterned sample. However, the

retention of the original reflection notch indicates

strong polymer/LC interactions, most probably due to

small domain sizes in all dimensions. In the stabilized

region, in which diacrylate concentrations are approxi-

mately between 2.6 wt % and 4.7 wt %, there is signifi-

cant difference in the transmission of the patterned

samples and the floodlit samples. This transmission

difference stems from the increase in the domain size in

the z-dimension, as discussed earlier.

Relaxation times for each set of diacrylate concentra-
tions can be evaluated for a qualitative analysis of the

polymer/LC interaction. Figure 8 shows the relaxation

times for floodlit and patterned samples with varying

concentrations of diacrylate.

As stated above, diacrylate concentrations of

approximately 2.6 wt % and below were considered

understabilized. The relaxation times for these samples

further indicate this understabilization, as both the
floodlit and patterned samples showed times of

approximately 20 ms, which is approximately one order

of magnitude longer than the stabilized samples.

Additionally, due to the large domain sizes within these

understabilized samples, the return speeds for the

floodlit and patterned samples are similar. Samples

with diacrylate concentrations of approximately

4.7 wt % and above were considered overstabilized.
The relaxation times additionally support this over-

stabilization, as both the floodlit and patterned samples

with 5.2 wt% diacrylate showed times of 100 ms, which is

approximately one order of magnitude faster than the

stabilized samples. Finally, in the stabilized region, all

patterned samples demonstrated relaxation times that

were slightly slower than the counterpart floodlit

samples. This longer relaxation time is further evidence
of increased domain size in the z-dimension for

the patterned samples. This increased domain size in

Figure 7. Transmission spectra of floodlit irradiated (black
line) and patterned devices (grey line) with an applied voltage
of 130 V. Original reflection notch without an applied voltage
is shown (black dotted line). Overstabilization evident due to
partial retention of reflection notch at threshold voltage.
Io560 mW cm22, [XL]55.2 wt %, T55 mm.

Figure 8. Switching dynamics of diacrylate concentration
study. Relaxation time indicates time to return to reflective
state from clear state when electric field is removed.
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the z-dimension slightly decreases the overall elastic

memory of the stabilizing polymer structure, thus

increasing the relaxation times.

Direct evidence of domain size and layer thickness by

morphological analysis could not be accomplished for

the aforementioned samples. The high LC content of

the samples maintains a highly fluid system that does
not allow for sample sectioning for microscopy without

highly specialized techniques. However, a layered

polymer structure was evidenced through Bragg reflec-

tion experiments. By offsetting the polymer layer

structure from the layer normal, the Bragg reflection

could be separated from the Fresnel reflection. This

offsetting was accomplished by placing a 10u wedge on

the back of the sample during holographic polymeriza-
tion. The 10u wedge should give a 5u tilt of the polymer

layer structure. Reflection analysis of a sample with

4 wt % LC diacrylate gave a bilayer spacing of

approximately 160 nm, a layer tilt of approximately

5u, and a diffraction efficiency of 0.04%. The low

diffraction efficiency is due to the low refractive index

modulation between the polymer-rich layers and the

LC-rich layers in the aligned state. The bilayer spacing
and layer tilt analysis agree strongly with the theoretical

calculations and strongly support existence of periodic

polymer layers.

4. Conclusions

Electro-optical properties of holographically patterned

polymer-stabilized cholesteric liquid crystals were ana-

lysed. Stabilization utilizing high irradiation intensities

was first demonstrated, as this high intensity is required

for holographic patterning. Stabilization via moderate

amounts of diacrylate crosslinker allowed for enhanced
electro-optical properties. Switching voltages were

reduced by approximately 3 V mm21 and clear state

transmission was increased by approximately 20% in the

blue part of the visible spectrum. These enhancements

were due to the increased domain size in a single

dimension, which is a consequence of the patterning

process.
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